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Meet Julia
A multiple Emmy-Award winning broadcast and print
journalist, Julia Yarbough’s on-air television, keynote
speaking and professional writing and production
experience reaches across multiple platforms.
Two-time National Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences (N.A.T.A.S.) Emmy Award Winning Journalist
Author, Highway to a Husband; Highway to a New
You - Motivational & Transformational Journey Guide
For Singles
An agent of positive energy when meeting, interacting
and talking with attendees.
Lover of all things UNCONVENTIONAL in life, career
and relationships
Book Julia:
Keynote Speaker, Moderator, Emcee/Hostess, OnCamera Host.

Why Julia
POSITIVE - Julia believes Positivity is the only option for
moving through life. She offers practical tools and
actionable steps your audience can implement to adopt a
positive stance to facing and overcoming life’s
challenges.
FUNNY - Participants may not feel as if they are at a
comedy club, but Julia draws on hilarious yet sometimes
painful and REAL life experiences to help the audience
gain a more lighthearted perspective on managing day
to day events.
AUTHENTIC - What you see is what you get! There are
no hidden agendas, simply Julia’s authentic desire to
help motivate others and help them to identify their own
circle of happiness.
ENERGETIC - No falling-asleep in your chairs!
Interaction and audience participation is a must! We’ve
all sat through dreadfully DULL presentations - NO
MORE and NOT HERE!

Keynote Presentation
Positivity: Creating The Success You Want In
Your Professional & Personal Life
Perception can quickly become reality. Quantum physics confirms that like
energies attract, reminding us that Positivity is the only option!
In this session, Julia works with attendees to guide them in recognizing how
appearance, attitude, actions and verbal and physical communication all play
vital roles in how successful or NOT successful we choose to become in life.
Using personal examples of both positive and negative outcomes and role play
scenarios, Julia engages members with examples of how adopting a positive
approach in all interactions can make or break the success we seek.
YES - the success we encounter is a CHOICE - NOT something that develops from
the outside.

Keynote Presentation
Life is Short - Live It/Risk It!
Having covered life and death moments in her broadcast career and watched
as several lives were snuffed out right before her eyes, Julia knows and
understands the true meaning of “Life is Short.” She knows that at any
moment one incident can change our lives forever! Julia has learned it’s not
enough to just DREAM or TALK about our desires and aspirations for
achievement in our lives. It takes finding the courage to actively put into
motion changes which put us closer to living our dreams.
In this Keynote, Julia shares personal experiences, pivotal conversations and
observations along this life journey, to give attendees food for thought for
living to the fullest - NOW! Julia offers actionable steps for embracing each
treasured moment we are given.
At the conclusion of “Life is Short” attendees will be able to;
* identify their burning-desire for achievement
* arm themselves with a practical tool kit to begin the journey to help
them reach their destinations.

Keynote Presentation

Highway to a Husband/Highway to a New You:
A 10-month cross country road-trip to find Mr. Right
Centered around stories based on the Highway to a Husband road-journey and
resulting blog, the book Highway to a Husband; Highway to a New You shares the lifelessons learned as a result of such an unconventional experience.
Drawing on interviews with singles, couples and countless “aha moments” this session
takes attendees on a personal journey of hope and despair, a road leading to excitement
and sheer confusion, and feelings of isolationism to profound empowerment.
The Highway continues throughout life; Julia teaches attendees how to “get out of their
own way” long enough to embrace the unique natures of who they are and who they
can become.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
SO YOU WANT TO PLAY
HOOKY?
“HOW TO” TIPS For Planning
Your Great Escape From The
Rat Race.
YOU FOUND MR. RIGHT
NOW WHAT?
Truths No One Told You About
Grown-Up Relationships
EXTREME MOTIVATION
Stories From The Road to
Inspire, Motivate & Push You
To Action!

SAMPLE of CLIENTS

Fees & Logistics
Keynote Presentation

$5000

Emcee/Host

$3500

Moderator

$3500

BreakOuts(60-90 min)

$2500

1/2 Day

$7500

Travel Budget

$1200

Available For: Q&A, book signings,
photos for thirty minutes after event,
and social media promotion

Contact
Julia Yarbough
info@juliayarboughmediagroup.com
954.383.1434 - C
Marlene Bryan
Managing Agent
marlene@roispeakersagency.com
954-332-5210

